Develop a passion of training. If you do,
you will never cease to grow.
Anthony J.D`Angelo
"Inspirational training and challenges of it`s quality"
Want to get satisfaction of your work?
Want to attract more learners to your course?
Need to improve the quality of teaching?
Want to learn how to design inspirational teaching process?
These questions and many more will be answered in our training program. It will
help you to increase attractiveness and quality of your training. You'll learn the
essential of inspirational and qualitative teaching process through a series of topics
with experienced trainer.
Title of the program: "Inspirational training and quality challenges"
Target group: adult education providers, organizers, trainers
Working language: English
Planned outcomes.
Learners will be able to:
- understand possibilities to measure the quality and quantity of adult learning
outcomes;
- plan inspirational training by providing quality assurance elements;
- exchange experience with colleagues from other European Countries.
Learning activities and methods
- presentation/ demonstration/ information
- group work
- discussions
Time: April 2020
Course fee: 70 eur/ per day per participant
This money you can plan in your Erasmus+ KA1 application (deadline February 5).
Do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions about the event, or if you need
more details.
Contact details: e-mail: sarmite.pilate@laea.lv; Phone +37126178703

Agenda
Day 1
Challenges for adult education in the world: objectives, different systems, quality
criteria
Criteria for qualitative and quantitative assessment of adult education
Methods of qualitative and quantitative assessment of adult education
Exchange of experience

Day 2
Latest neurobiology lessons about learning and learning outcomes
The challenge for adult educators - "Teaching to learn"
Designing of inspirational and qualitative teaching process
Exchange of experience

Day 3
Personal development and motivation enhancing skill - to evaluate and provide
feedback
Thinking mistakes and possibilities to correct them
Methods of developing critical thinking
Exchange of experience

Accreditation
Upon successful completion of the course, you will receive a Certificate of
Achievement. While this certificate isn't a formal qualification or credit, you can use
it to demonstrate your interest in learning about this area.
This document is a great way to share your success:
•Ideal for including in CVs, job applications and portfolios;
•An indication of your ability to learn and achieve high results;
•An incentive to continue to empower yourself through learning.

